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With over 10 years' development, our PL-200 learning materials
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the advantages of our PL-200 test guide?
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we use the international recognition third party for payment,
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The PL-200 certification dumps are high quality and difficult
so the pass rate is low, PL-200 exam collection of Sfjbs is
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which make sure the accuracy of PL-200 actual questions.
So our PL-200 learning questions will be your indispensable
practice materials during your way to success, Can I get the
updated PL-200 study material and how to get?
If so, you must be aware of the fact that it is not enough to
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PL-200 study guide and their indispensability for all those who
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NEW QUESTION: 1
An IBM i customer plans to implement a High Availability
solution that copies live data and program changes from an
independent disk pool on internal disk to a second Power
Systems server at a remote site.
The customer wants to avoid purchasing any third-party
replication software that might require training or additional
personnel.
Which solution will support the customer requirements?
A. Metro mirror
B. Remote Journaling
C. Global mirror
D. Geographic Mirroring
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2

You are developing an application that includes the following
code segment. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)
The GetAnimals() method must meet the following requirements:
-Connect to a Microsoft SQL Server database.
-Create Animal objects and populate them with data from the
database.
-Return a sequence of populated Animal objects.
You need to meet the requirements.
Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer
presents part of the solution. Choose two.)
A. Insert the following code segment at line 13:
sqlConnection.BeginTransaction();
B. Insert the following code segment at line 16: while
(sqlDataReader.Read())
C. Insert the following code segment at line 13:
sqlConnection.Open();
D. Insert the following code segment at line 16: while
(sqlDataReader.NextResult())
E. Insert the following code segment at line 16: while
(sqlDataReader.GetValues())
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An approval policy can be applied to which two options? (Choose
two.)
A. An event
B. A catalog user
C. A catalog service
D. An action
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to take a web application offline.
Which three options are supported In WebLogic Server when you
stop a running application?
A. Allow new requests only through the administration port.
B. Wait for HTTP sessions to time out.
C. Move HTTP sessions to a database.
D. Terminate HTTP sessions after three minutes .
E. Terminate HTTP sessions immediately.
F. Move in -progress requests to another server in the cluster.
Answer: A,B,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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